Two staff members at Seventh Generation
Institute, Cathryn Wild and Bill Morris.
The team of Wild and Morris has been
working with ranchers and beaver as a
stream restoration tool since 2008. They
have live-trapped and re-introduced beaver, tracked beaver with radio telemetry,
built flow devices and beaver dam
“analogs” (a technique to strengthen beaver dams against high runoffs) wrapped
trees and interviewed ranchers who are
working with beaver all over the West. Together, they developed the film and presentation that you will see in the workshop
and the hands-on construction sections.
Cathryn Wild holds an MS in conservation
biology and a BS in Agricultural Education,
as well as teaching credentials in vocational
agriculture and life sciences. Bill Morris has
a lifetime of construction experience.

Typical Workshop Agenda Day One
 Showing of the film: Rethinking Beaver: old nuisance or
new partner? (Interviews with ranchers who are using beaver—
pros and cons and lessons they have learned).
 Begin hands on construction of flow device (see description
below).
 Lunch break
 Continue hands-on construction of flow devices.
 End of day, questions, discussion, feedback.
Typical Workshop Agenda Day Two
 Presentation on beaver behavior and ecology
 Continue construction/installation of flow devices.
 Depending on interests and needs of participants and hosts,
afternoon of day 2 may continue with flow devices, or cover
tree wrapping, live trapping, or problem solving for other sites.
 End of day, questions, discussion, feedback.

Cathryn Wild and Bill Morris

“I think your workshop was a huge
success for those that attended …. It
was very professional and worthwhile
from all the comments and feedback
that I received.”

“Thanks for a great workshop! Only
recommendation I could offer is water
out at the worksite. Overall, my time
was well spent, and I learned a
tremendous amount.”

James Rogers, Manager, Winecup
Gamble Ranch, Wells NV

Connie Lee, Nevada Department of
Wildlife, Private Lands Coordinator

Content is oriented to ranching. Some customization can be
arranged with host while setting up the workshop. Please see
the section below “Can the workshop fix an existing…?”

Flow devices (sometimes called beaver deceivers) are a proven, practical, and
cost-effective beaver management tool. Flow devices are pipe and small
fence structures that reduce flooding from a beaver pond or stop beaver
from plugging a culvert or irrigation gate. But flow device construction is
more complicated than it looks. Getting it right requires a couple of key
knowledges: 1) beaver behavior; and 2) customizing construction for the sitespecific conditions. The workshop teaches the basics, plus the two key
knowledges.



The short but unsatisfying answer is: it depends. Usually we won’t
know until we see the site. If conditions permit, we would love to
complete the installation in your “problem spot.”
The long answer: It still depends. First, the workshops focus on treating the most common beaver management issues – cut trees, plugged
culverts or irrigation gates, and flooded areas caused by ponds that
have become too large. It helps if your problem spot is one of these.
Second, weather, water and distance to site are critical factors in answering your question. A job that is a piece of cake in warm summer
conditions can be dangerous or flat out impossible in winter, icy or
high run-off conditions. But we often teach the workshops inside,
doing a “dry run through” of the in-the-water part of installation, because many people have more time in the winter, while summer is the
crazy-busy time. Travel to remote sites for installation is sometimes
possible, but consumes valuable workshop time and requires extra
transport and power arrangements.

Available dates for workshops in ID, MT, NV and WY are throughout
the months of Jan-Mar of 2017.



Workshop dates in NM are available in April and May 2017.



Dates in the remainder of 2017 are not available at this time.

Workshop participants are limited to ranchers, other landowners/
managers and agency staff who manage beaver on their own lands. The
Institute does not provide training to consultants or private individuals
who wish to go into the beaver management business. Nonprofit staff are
considered on a case by case basis. Workshops are not suitable for the
general public, urban beaver management, nor anyone under the age of 18.
Workshops require a minimum of 16 participants* and a maximum of 24.

Sure. Visit www.seventh-generation.org. Open the menu for “Our Work”
then “Workshops and Flow Devices.”

$310 per person. Travel costs and construction materials are extra and
vary. We usually work this part out with the hosts.

We need a big space.
But not a fancy one.

*The fee and the minimum of 16 participants is necessary to cover costs.
If you feel that you cannot meet the minimum, please call us to discuss
options and we will try our best to work something out.

No matter the time of year, instruction requires some kind of large indoor or covered structure with heat or shade, as appropriate for the season, plus a restroom, and enough room to lay out large rolls of wire on
the ground and have 16-24 participants working at one time. Something
like 50 ft x 100 ft would be the minimum. If the site and seasonal conditions permit, the final installation can be completed outside.

Seventh Generation Institute provides equipment for the film and
presentation sections of the workshop, including a laptop, speakers, projector, screen, table, and cords. We also provide safety equipment and
tools for our staff and handouts for participants, contracts and releases.
Hosts (ranches, agencies, etc.) are expected to provide the site, additional tables and seating for participants and power to run equipment and
tools (which may require a generator if a remote work site is used.)
Participants must
provide their own
safety equipment
(glasses, gloves),
work clothes, and
personal tools for
use in the handson construction
portion of the
workshop. Participants also make
their own lodging/camping and
food arrangements.



If you are interested in hosting a workshop, please contact the Institute
as soon as possible to reserve your dates.



Host and the Institute set dates, sign a contract. The Institute can provide a model contract, used for past workshops. Hosts are welcome to
suggest edits.



Host invites people that he or she feels may be interested. The Institute
cannot do this, since we rarely know the people who live in an area. An
invitation is also more effective coming from a neighbor or friend. The
Institute will provide the host with an invitation that can be sent by
email. Once hosts send the invitation to potential participants, those
participants can contact Institute staff with further questions, registration, etc. Please see section “Who should attend these workshops?”



Hosts typically keep the flow devices constructed in the workshops for
later installation on their land, or arrange to keep some and share the
rest with some of the participants. Materials are paid for by whoever is
keeping the devices. Hosts should arrange this with participants early
since materials must be paid for in advance. Material costs vary.



Participants register, pay and sign releases on the Institute website.



Institute staff will continue to coordinate with the host including: 1) ordering/pick up of materials; 2) waivers of liability—the Institute and
host shall each sign a waiver in favor of the other. Again, we can provide model documents and hosts are welcome to suggest edits.



All participant registration and payments must be completed 14 calendar
days in advance of the date of the workshop. Workshops require a minimum of 16 participants and registration will be closed at 24.



Workshops that do not meet the minimum enrollment may cover the
fee shortfall by: 1) extra cost-sharing by the host; 2) grants/donations
sought by the host; 3) call us to brainstorm options—we will try our
best to work something out; or 4) cancelled at the sole discretion of the
Institute.

Plugged culvert got you hopping mad?
Don’t get mad, get smart (at the workshop).

Email: cwild@seventh-generation.org
Phone: 505.216.1150 or 208.720.4655

